Galant 99

The Mitsubishi Galant is an automobile which was produced by Japanese manufacturer
Mitsubishi from to The model name was derived from the French word galant , meaning
"chivalrous". The first generation of the car, initially known as the Colt Galant, was released in
December at a new Mitsubishi Japanese dealership called Galant Shop. The design was dubbed
"Dynawedge" by Mitsubishi, referring to the influence of aerodynamics on the silhouette. The
hardtop was Mitsubishi's first production passenger car with full side windows and no side
pillars. It became Mitsubishi's first car to be sold in the United States in when the Chrysler
Corporation , the company's new partner and stakeholder, began importing the car as the
Dodge Colt. The car had already been rallied there, in and forms, and only the Hardtop GS
version was sold to capitalize on the car's sporty image. Fashioned after contemporary
American muscle cars , the hardtop GTO was available with a choice of two "Saturn" engines
and the 2-litre Astron 80 , and was available until Powered by the 4G41 1. Although the earlier
Colt had been imported in limited numbers, this generation, in 1. Introduced on 24 May on sale 1
June in the Japanese domestic market, the second generation Galant was more widely exported
as Mitsubishi's ambitions grew. Transmissions were now all floor mounted and include a
four-speed manual and a five-speed unit for sportier models. A three-speed automatic
transmission was also available. The smaller engine was also available in the cleaner " MCA-II "
version right from , a model which met Japan's emissions standards. During the second
generation, the first Astron 80 engines were introduced in some markets using Mitsubishi's
newly developed "Silent Shaft" balance shaft technology for reduced vibration and noise. It had
vestigial wood panelling, featuring a narrow strip on the tailgate only. The sedan was not
offered as Todd was planning to assemble the larger Galant Sigma sedan and wagon range
from late and they were still importing the British Avenger and Hunter models. Aside from the
new body, with wider wheels and improved handling, it also benefitted from a new five-speed
gearbox. The also became available in less sporty GL trim, and a set of four-door models
complemented the earlier hardtop. This new range signalled a move away from British and
Australian sourced Chrysler products, with the four-door replacing the locally built Chrysler
Vogue. Mitsubishi production was continued by the new Sigma Motor Corporation. In many
export markets the car was simply known as the Galant. In Australia, where the car was made
locally at Chrysler's Clovelly Park plant, it was marketed as the Chrysler Sigma and, after the
buyout of Chrysler Australia by Mitsubishi, as the Mitsubishi Sigma. Australian content was
quite high and included a locally-made 2. The wagon version was introduced in , a little while
after the sedans. This incorporated the "Jet Valve", a secondary intake valve which improved
emissions without necessitating the need for a completely redesigned cylinder head. In ,
Mitsubishi in Japan established a dedicated dealership sales channel called Japanese : Galant
Restaurant to sell the Galant and other selected vehicles. After late the variant was
discontinued, as Mitsubishi focussed their efforts on making the and the engines pass the new,
stricter emissions standards. This model has single rectangular headlights and different
taillights. Seven months later the twin round headlights front design was replaced with one
featuring twin square headlights and also new taillights. Models with engines which passed the
new standards changed from the A to the A range. Mitsubishi had limited resources, and the
large choice of engines for the Galant lineup was reduced to one 1. Todd Motors initially
assembled 1. These were the first NZ-assembled Mitsubishis to have rear screen demisters as
standard. Early cars had conventional rod-suspended headliners developed locally to meet
local content rules but these were notorious for collapsing on to the passengers' heads and
were quickly replaced by newly developed, glued-in moulded foam liners. The range was later
revised to add the wagon and drop the 1. Originally sold with the 1. Mid was also when the
facelifted square headlights model appeared in South Africa, with new "low-inertia" engines.
Power output for the 2. The car was sold as the Mitsubishi Galant in most export markets,
although in both Australia and New Zealand it was known as the Mitsubishi Sigma. Additional
emphasis was given to ergonomics , aerodynamics , and safety. Shoulder room, leg room, and
head space were all increased, and the trunk was slightly enlarged for more luggage capacity.
The interior was made quieter with additional carpeting and other acoustic dampening materials
and a double-thickness front bulkhead. The wagon version was also changed, although from
the firewall back the vehicle remained the same as the previous version. A new electronic fuel
injection system was introduced on some versions of the gasoline Astron engine. For economy,
an 'Astron' 4D55 , the first turbodiesel engine in a Japanese passenger car, was also offered.
Unusually, the fourth Galant was never offered with a naturally aspirated diesel engine. The 2.
For the second generation in a row Mitsubishi could claim to be building an award-winning car,
as this was chosen as Car of the Year in New Zealand in The cars sold there were again locally
assembled with 1. As elsewhere, the wagon versions carried over the old body style with a new
nose and interior. Production of the wagon version continued in Australia until when it was

replaced by the new Magna. From to , some of the Australian Sigmas, which had the
carried-over 2. However the car was unsuccessful, and for and it carried Mitsubishi Sigma
badges in the UK before imports were finally discontinued. A fifth-generation model shifted to
front-wheel drive in August as a four-door sedan and four-door hardtop with different styling.
The design continued the direction started with the Tredia , albeit with more harmonious
proportions. All new chassis numbers, from E11A to E19A, marked the change. Thanks to the
more compact drivetrain, however, passenger space increased noticeably and the boot grew
from to litres 9. Super Shift was no longer offered with the introduction of the five-speed manual
transmission. Exports began about a year after introduction. European and rest-of-the-world
trim levels were often engine-specific, depending on the market: At the time of introduction, GL
and GLX models were offered with either 1. The TD and the Turbo both received standard power
steering. This engine switched between using two and three valves per cylinder to combine
high top-end power with low-end drivability as well being economical in operation. Sales in the
United States began with the model year; this was the first time that the Galant was sold
stateside since the station wagon was marketed as a Dodge Colt a few years earlier. This
generation was largely replaced in by the sixth generation Galant see below. In addition, the
taxi-spec sedan fitted with a 1. The modification included three-point belts in the rear seat, a
high-mounted brake light, adjusted gearing, a flattened rear seat squab, larger radiator, and a
larger washer fluid tank, amongst other detail improvements. A five-speed manual, or three- or
four-speed automatics were on offer. Target production was around 1, units per year. The
fifth-generation Galant was introduced to the New Zealand market in mid, as the Mitsubishi
Sigma. The top SE versions notably featured 'Sigma' branded alloy wheels, digital
instrumentation, climate controlled air conditioning, cruise control, speed-dependent
intermittent wipers and a salmon-brown coloured interior treatment, the treatment changing
deep red colour as a running change in on this model. Further running changes concerned the
rear styling. For the initial production run the rear numberplate was located above the bumper,
however for and the plate was relocated to below the bumper, in the manner of the Japanese
domestic market Galant models. New taillights were fitted for , the rear numberplate reverting to
its original place above the bumper. Although the sixth generation Galant was introduced for ,
the older fifth generation bodyshell stayed in production alongside it. While the rear styling of
the previous Sigma model was retained, the frontal treatment was changed to now feature a
more formal, upright chrome grille the bonnet and grille were from the top-of the-line Sigma SE ,
and uprated suspension. The V was available in basic Executive, mid-range Super Saloon, and
top-of-the-range SEi trim levels, the latter with luxury trim and digital dashboard. Later a sports
version Elante was introduced, based on the Executive. The V6 engine combined with relatively
low weight and gearing ensured excellent performance, New Zealand's traffic patrol selected
them as patrol cars to replace the turbocharged Sigma GSR. These police cars had the Elante
suspension pack, which was an option on other models. For , the V was further updated and
now featured the front styling of the Eterna hardtop. New Zealand was the only market where
this restyling was applied to the fifth generation four-door sedan bodyshell. Assembly of this
model continued until , when it was replaced by the second-generation Australian Mitsubishi
Magna TR V6 range, which continued to be known as Mitsubishi V for the New Zealand market.
The hardtop sedan bodywork was used in export markets as well, where it received a
six-window design unlike for its Japanese market counterparts. In the domestic Japanese
market the hardtops received 2. For the top-of-the-line VR models, an intercooled turbo-charged
4G63T "Sirius Dash 3x2" engine that automatically switched between two and three valves per
cylinder depending upon throttle response and therefore allowing both economy and
performance, was fitted, along with self-levelling suspension , climate-controlled
air-conditioning, blue velour interior, steering wheel-controlled audio functions, and inch alloy
wheels. From , the powerplant was renamed "Cyclone Dash 3x2". It also continued on sale in
Japan, but only as the Eterna Sigma after a facelift in May In Japan the hardtop was available
with a 1. In the same platform was used for a sixth-generation model which adopted taller,
rounded styling. Mitsubishi developed Dynamic ECS adaptive air suspension , [41] the world's
first production semi-active electronically controlled suspension system in passenger cars; the
system was first incorporated in the Galant model. The Galant range underwent a minor facelift
in , with new grilles and other modifications. Also in , Mitsubishi Motors Company completed a
new assembly facility at Barcelona, Venezuela , with the Galant being one of the first models
produced. The Sigma designation disappeared with the model. A new hardtop liftback model
was added in , called the Japanese : Mitsubishi Eterna. In most of the world, the sixth
generation Galant was replaced towards the end of , but North American sales only ended in ,
when the next generation Galant arrived there. The AMG appearance treatment was also
achieved on the Debonair for The sixth generation was also the first to see the introduction of

the VR-4 variant, which was the basis for Mitsubishi's participation in the â€” World Rally
Championships. The Galant's 4G63 two-litre DOHC turbocharged engine and 4WD transmission
was later adopted for the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution with little modification and would remain
in production for fifteen years. Starting in , the Mitsubishi Galant V-series were produced for the
Japanese market as a sporty alternative to the regular Galant range. The V-series featured the
VR-4 interior, exterior design and updated bumpers without side skirts , clear indicator lens
covers, optional two-tone body paint, as well as standard air conditioning, full electrics, rear
windscreen wiper, spoiler and alloy wheels. Fans sometimes call this car the "Evo Zero" but this
was never more than a nickname as the Evolution series is Lancer-based. A new Galant debuted
in September at the Tokyo Motor Show model year in the US , originally only available as a
four-door sedan which was the only model to be sold in the US. A five-door liftback derivative
made its world premiere at the February Dutch Motor Show. The width dimensions of the model
sold in Japan no longer complied with Japanese Government dimension regulations , and
buyers were now liable for additional taxes, which affected sales. This generation marked a
substantial change in suspension design. The front switched from struts to a multi-link
structure featuring two lower arms and one upper arm. The rear switched from a beam axle to a
newly designed multi-link system. This was the world's first 4-wheel multi-link suspension in an
FF car. Both designs would carry over to the second generation Mitsubishi Eclipse and its sister
vehicles. For , the emergence of the homologated Lancer Evolution meant that the top-spec
Galant VR-4 was no longer constrained by sporting regulations. The new generation thus
became a less overtly competition oriented vehicle. The existing, proven 4WD transmission was
carried over, in keeping with Mitsubishi's reputation for performance-enhancing technology, but
the old inline-four was superseded by a smoother twin-turbo 2. Production in the United States
began on 24 May when the first seventh generation Galant rolled off the assembly line in
Normal, Illinois. Body styles were four-door sedan and five-door hatchback. Rear differential
was not available with limited-slip. The eighth-generation model continued the 's design themes
but a five-door station wagon known in Japan as the Mitsubishi Legnum was added while the
five-door liftback was dropped. This model won the â€”97 Car of the Year Japan award for the
second time. Despite being superseded in the US and Europe from , it remained on sale in other
countries until In Japan, the Legnum was sold only at a specific retail chain called " Car Plaza ",
while the Galant remained exclusive to Galant Shop locations. The name "Legnum" derives
from the Latin word regnum , meaning regal power or rank. This model was also produced in
Barcelona, Venezuela , at the only Mitsubishi plant in Latin America. Although the equipment
options were limited, the VR-4 appearance package was offered in that market. The front
suspension design switched from multi-link to struts, though the rear was upgraded with a
stabilizer bar standard on all but the base DE model. Another difference between Asian and
European models was the lack of ABS , which was only installed on 3. Mitsubishi opted to
further develop the technology in its range-topping VR-4 , which was now powered by an
enlarged 2. Some models were also fitted with the same advanced active yaw control AYC as
the Lancer Evolution , to give it greater agility than would be expected of such a large vehicle.
Finally, as with the rest of the range, the VR-4 could now be had either as a Galant sedan or as a
Legnum station wagon. In some Asian markets Mitsubishi offered a 2. The larger 2. In the
company introduced the Mitsubishi Aspire. Externally identical to the regular Galant, the new
model name denoted the newly introduced gasoline direct injection GDI engines. National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration crash test ratings for Galant without side airbags: [48].
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration crash test ratings for â€” Galant with side
airbags: [48]. Russia began sourcing its Galants from the United States from The Arabian
markets began sourcing their Galants from the United States from the model year. The Galant
had also been available in Canada and Mexico until the and model years, respectively. A size
increase resulted in slightly more interior space and a weight gain of several hundred pounds.
The four-cylinder engine, while still 2. Likewise, the V6 jumped from a 3. All North American
Galants gained all-wheel disc brakes but lost their rear stabilizer bar. For , the trimming of
models left the Ralliart as the only V6 model, and the Galant skips the model year in Canada,
only to return in with the facelifted model. This iteration of the Mitsubishi Galant only went on
sale in the Middle East region for the model year, with a 2. Osamu Masuko , the CEO of
Mitsubishi Motors, indicated that the ninth generation of the Galant would be the last to be
manufactured in North America, to be replaced on the MMNA production line in Illinois by
smaller vehicles which are more likely to appeal to export markets. The Mitsubishi Concept-ZT
that was unveiled in was initially expected to become the tenth generation Galant but this never
materialized. A four-cylinder Sport Edition was added for the model year. Galant Sport models
include new standard factory value packages as standard. Sportronic automatic transmission is
standard in all models, with a four-speed for four-cylinder engines and a five-speed for V6

engines. Mitsubishi also assembles and markets a Taiwan made version of the ninth-generation
Galant. Taiwan was one of the first regions outside the Americas to market the ninth generation
vehicle, when the Galant Grunder was launched in December with a unique front end. This
facelifted model is also sold in the Philippines as the Galant M using the 2. Models in China
receive a 2. From to , a localized version called the Mitsubishi was manufactured in Australia for
the Australian and New Zealand markets. No four cylinder engines were offered, the being
available only with the 3. This replaced the long-lived Magna line, and it was the last Mitsubishi
car produced in Australia. With the exception of the Lancer Evolution X, the Lancer is marketed
as the Galant Fortis Latin for strong, brave and resolute in the Japanese domestic market. The
Galant's production ceased at the end of August due to poor sales, because of comparing to the
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life. Mitsubishi has done a lot of work during the past year to bring its bread-and-butter vehicle
up to snuff with hot-selling competitors that have been beating it in the sales game during the
past few years. Under pressure from Japan to increase volume and profitability, Mitsubishi's U.
The car's improvements, especially the addition of a V6 engine, appear to be exactly what the
doctor called for, yet only time will tell if consumers will welcome the new sedan with open
arms-and wallets. Mitsubishi has tailored its Galant to appease power-hungry Americans by
offering a choice of two engines: a high-torque four-cylinder or a horsepower V6. The 2. The 3.
Utilizing very few carryover parts from last year, the new Galant comes in four configurations:
the economical DE, the middle-of-the-road ES, the luxury LS and the new performance-oriented
GTZ. Additional safety features like front seat-mounted side airbags are available on the
Galant-the first Mitsubishi vehicle to offer them. Automatic headlight shut-off and a collapsible
steering column also provide a more secure ride. Inside, Mitsubishi placed the stereo unit above
the automatic climate controls for easier driver access and made sure the console-mounted
cupholders don't block any part of the dashboard. The front center armrest also folds rearward
to serve as a cupholder for those in the backseat. The all-new GTZ model gets a V6 engine,
color-keyed grille, rear spoiler, leather trim and black-on-white instrument gauges. These
refinements, coupled with the sport-tuned suspension, make GTZ the high-end Galant for those
seeking crisp handling and the most fun-to-drive ride in the line. Midsize sedans are the world's
most ordinary form of private transportation. That's partly because they sell in such huge
volumes, thus making them more rampant in suburban America than the common cold. But
"ordinary" connoting something less impressive than "extraordinary" can also mean boring, as
in the driving experience. Carmakers use midsize sedans as their bread-and-butter cars, the
sales of which allow for niche products that are actually fun to drive. For example, without cars
like the Malibu, there would be no Corvette. Without the Accord, there would be no Prelude. And
without the , there would be no Miata. For large-volume carmakers, a successful midsize sedan
is imperative to financial well being. Mitsubishi sells a high volume of Galants, but not quite the
volume they want, which would be somewhere in the neighborhood of 60, units per year. Galant
is the best-selling car in Mitsubishi's automotive product line, and has been for several years,
but it has never tallied near the numbers of industry-leading rivals like Honda or Toyota. Last
year, the Galant posted sales of roughly 44, For the huge midsize market, that's barely a dent.
As a bread-and-butter model, the '98 Galant was day-old toast compared to all-new products
like the Honda Accord, Toyota Camry and Volkswagen Passat. Faced with such brutal
competition, Mitsubishi had to rethink the Galant, and we're happy to report that their new
thinking is a step in the right direction, if a bit late on the scene. First, the Galant needed to
compete size-wise with the competition. The new Galant is a bit wider, a bit longer, and a couple
of inches taller than its predecessor, providing a respectable amount of interior volume. Trunk
volume is 14 cubic feet, which is also close to the Accord and Camry. Second, the new Galant
had to offer more power. Previously available with a four-cylinder motor only, the new Galant
offers an upgrade with the 3. Finally, the Galant needed to offer something extra, something to
make it stand out from the crowd. Unfortunately, that's where it falls short. What about the new
looks? While we admit it's attractive for a sedan, the Galant's styling borrows rather than
creates. Mitsubishi calls it "European," but we call it "BMW. Yes, the appearance is familiar to
Mitsubishi's flagship Diamante, but the Diamante took its styling cues from the same drafting
table. Still, if you're going to trace a car's outline, BMW is not a bad model to emulate. To their
credit, Mitsubishi designers got one thing right all by themselves: the chrome grille on our test
car lent a classy appearance, which competing sedans lack. Add fog lights, and you're looking
at arguably the best-looking sedan available at this price. The base Galant, called the DE, comes
fairly well equipped. The DE is powered by a 2. Even the entry-level Galant comes with an
automatic transmission, which shows that Mitsubishi is building the Galant for the majority of
buyers, and not for us performance seekers. The base Galant comes with air conditioning,
power windows and door locks, and a cassette player. We'd step into the ES trim just for the
elegant chrome grille and body-colored side molding, but the added convenience of power
windows and remote entry make the ES the value leader. Our ES test car added something no

Galant has had before this year: a V6. The Accord V6 makes horsepower and foot-pounds of
torque, and the Camry V6 makes horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. Besides the engine,
the V6 version adds four-wheel antilock brakes, rear disc brakes and inch tires. Added to our ES
V6 was the Premium Package, which brings side airbags, a sunroof, alloy wheels, a security
system and a built-in garage door opener. Value is a big part of the Galant package. For luxury
seekers, there's an LS model that offers more goodies, like inch alloys, leather seats, a power
driver's seat and an Infinity sound system. GTZ is the image car with pretensions to
performance. The GTZ comes with a tacked-on rear spoiler that looks like the one on the Mirage,
white-faced gauges and a stiffer suspension. Too bad the GTZ still comes with an automatic
transmission. Imagine a GTZ V6 with an optional five-speed manual transmission, and that's
exactly how this car could stand out from the crowd. Inside, the Galant looks like a basic
no-frills, low-thrills sedan. The dashboard has been lowered to offer a better view of the road,
and the center controls are laid out with a stereo up top and climate controls down low, just
how we like them. A center armrest is a nice touch, and it flips back to offer rear passengers a
cupholder. The center console itself includes two cupholders, which are positioned between the
shifter and the console so as not to interfere with any dashboard controls. However, the armrest
sits squarely over one of the cupholders, rendering it useless. Seating is comfortable for four
passengers, and the Galant will carry five in a pinch. This brings up another design glitch: the
rear bench seat offers a pass-through portal, but it's located in the right passenger seating
position rather than in the middle. So in order for four people to caravan to the closest ski
resort, two of them will need to sit side by side behind the driver. With a center pass-through,
the problem would be eliminated, and you might find an even more convenient place for the rear
cupholders. The Galant's four-wheel independent suspension has been tuned for North
American drivers on North American roads. This means that the front MacPherson struts offer
better straight-line stability, which we verified by driving along Colorado's I during mph
crosswinds. As tumbleweeds and sand flew across the road like buckshot, the Galant tracked
ahead, requiring little input to the steering wheel. The soft suspension rocked gently from side
to side, but not enough to make us nervous. What did cause alarm, however, was a loose-fitting
hood. In heavy winds, the driver's side of the hood appeared to be unlatched, bobbing up and
down as if a demon spirit had possessed the engine, causing a miniature poltergeist. We were
concerned enough to pull off the highway and check the hood to make sure it was indeed
latched. Slamming it shut a few times, it was apparent that the latch worked fine; poor build
quality was the issue. Back on the road, we drove the Galant over mountain roads of Northern
Colorado during a snowstorm. Slush-bound highways had little effect on our progress, but may
have contributed to the amount of road noise that made its way into the cabin, which was
substantial. The antilock brakes were frequently activated on icy streets, but the system itself
remained unobtrusive. Traction control, however, would have made a welcome aid when
starting out on slick uphill climbs. Too bad it's not available on the Galant. The Galant's
automatic transmission was surprisingly smooth, matching engine revs exactly as it should.
The adaptive transmission kept up well, even after being subjected to our schizophrenic driving
style that includes hammering both the throttle and the brakes. Controlled by fuzzy logic, the
transmission factors in pedal application, vehicle speed, engine torque and road conditions to
determine precisely when to shift. Incredibly, we noted time after time when the transmission
shifted exactly as we would have with a manual. By now it sounds as though we were won over
by the new Galant, which is partly true. The car is no longer a compromise when it comes to
performance, as it was when four cylinders were standard. It's reasonably priced when
compared to its closest rivals, and offers a load of standard equipment. Ergonomics have
likewise improved, and the new sheetmetal can even be called attractive. What would be
undeniably attractive is if Mitsubishi would allow the Galant to be the performance car it
pretends to be. Give the ES V6 a five-speed manual transmission, white-faced gauges, a sporty
exhaust note and about 15 extra horsepower, and the Galant will raise the bar for all midsize
sedans by standing out from the pack. Until then, Mitsubishi's just playing follow-the-leader.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Mitsubishi Galant. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a

month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Mitsubishi lease specials Check out Mitsubishi Galant lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Alternative styling that is supposed to be unique and different than the look-alike
sedans on the market today. No manual transmission for V6 models. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The all-new '99
Galant lineup features BMW-like styling, a new V6 engine option, more standard equipment and
a GTZ model with a sport-tuned suspension. Read more. Write a review See all 62 reviews. I've
had a Galant for the last 4 years and all I can say is that it's been satisfactory. The car has a
reasonably powerful engine but the brakes are simply aweful. I have had to resurface the rotors
and also replace the rotors and pads for the Also the audio system is pathetic. I've also had
some bearing and tire problems. The car came with Goodyear tires on which there was a
manufacturing defect so there is a unique tire noise. Read less. Tons of complaints about how
great it looks, and that's why I bought it. Didn't realize though that this 4 cylinder has no
motivation at all, the tranny takes forever to downshift sometimes, and passing people is a joke.
It does cruise nicely at mph but getting there can be frustrating. Breaks are also mediocre. Safe,
Reliable, Comfortable, Economical, and Fun. I am very pleased with the purchase of this Galant
ES V6. This is my family car and daily commuter miles daily. Starting with a modest price, I
enjoy the performance of a 24 valve Fuel injected V6. A solid shifting automatic transmission.
Good steering response and agressive 4 wheel disc brakes. Comfort for a 6'1" male to drive. I
do not enjoy paying for "Premium grade fuel only". Also the faded paint is not fun to look at.
Great Car for the money! I came to this car from an Infinity and thought I would be stepping
down. This car has everything great pick up, all the bells I need and use, great reliability, and
best of all the fuel economy. The brakes are the only problem I have had. They may have fixed
that since I am very happy with this car. I will keep it when I do get my next Infinity. See all 62
reviews of the Used Mitsubishi Galant. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Galant. Sign Up.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Blow out price. This vehicle is a trade in liquidation. This is a non-certified vehicle.
Vehicle to be sold in as-is condition. This vehicle is not eligible for financing through the
dealership. Vehicle comes with one key. Other dealers add Fees to the advertised price, while
our price is final, unless you want us to add the Registration Fee, which is required by DMV and
we'll also provide you with a 30 Day tag so you can drive the purchased car off the lot. Auto
Provider also has many financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us
about your auto financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash
price or with approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM
This Mitsubishi Galant is front wheel drive. Set the temperature exactly where you are most
comfortable in this mid-size car. The fan speed and temperature will automatically adjust to
maintain your preferred zone climate. The Mitsubishi Galant has a 2. It embodies class and
sophistication with its refined white exterior. This mid-size car is equipped with a gasoline
engine. This unit features cruise control for long trips. Just the right size to accommodate all
your needs. It has room for passengers and plenty of trunk space. View our entire inventory at
Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer
Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and
availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most current information. Due to
the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory, there may be times that an
individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a
time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal from the web
site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes
displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as subject to prior
sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership confirmation. To better
insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact the Dealership to confirm its
present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for. The following items have
been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new battery! Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. We understand that these
times can be difficult for all especially when searching for a vehicle. We are currently offering by
appointment at home test drives, as well as in dealership test drives with appointments and any
walk in customers. Our showroom is OPEN to the public! We ask our customers to wear facial

coverings as we require our employees to do the same. If you do not have a facial covering we
can provide them for you upon arrival. During your visit we have multiple hand sanitizing
stations throughout each of our departments as well as a nightly deep cleaning of all
touch-points. If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact us so that we
can clarify any of these items for you. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You
can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort
of home. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a
different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. We utilize state-of-the-art technology to constantly monitor pricing trends in order to
offer our shoppers the best competitive pricing and value. Call us Now for a test drive! Popular
searches. My notifications My A
chrysler pacifica 2001
2011 impala headlight assembly
grand marquis wiper control module
ccount. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 8. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. No accidents. Check Availability. Price
Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 19 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I've had a Galant
for the last 4 years and all I can say is that it's been satisfactory. The car has a reasonably
powerful engine but the brakes are simply aweful. I have had to resurface the rotors and also
replace the rotors and pads for the Also the audio system is pathetic. I've also had some
bearing and tire problems. The car came with Goodyear tires on which there was a
manufacturing defect so there is a unique tire noise. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

